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We’re not often thinking about social 

relationships at a distance



Humans have been doing relationships at a distance for a 

long time

By 300,000 years ago,

durable goods are moving

across long distances
Foley & Gamble 2009

Before 10,000 years ago, LDRs were 

a central feature of human sociality

Singh & Glowacki 2021; Sterelny 2011

Lucchesi et al 2020; Pisor & Ross, preprint (linked at end of talk)

Long-distance relationships 

(LDRs) probably emerged in 

the human lineage

Furuichi 2020



They appear often in the 

archaeological record…

…the ethnographic 

record…

…and in social network data.

Pisor & Ross, preprint

Even if we’re not looking for them, LDRs pop up in many 

kinds of social science data

Marsha Quinlan
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They appear often in the 

archaeological record…

…the ethnographic 

record…

…and in social network data.

Pisor & Ross, preprint

Even if we’re not looking for them, LDRs pop up in many 

kinds of social science data

Marsha Quinlan

Kristin Safi

Jones et al. in prep

…but they aren’t necessarily what you’re 

thinking of



What LDRs are not (necessarily): long ties

Liu et al. 2021

Long ties bridge clusters in networks and often have high strength



What LDRs are not (necessarily): long ties

Park et al. 2018

Tie strength has U-shaped relationship with tie range 

independently of the physical distance between nodes



What LDRs are not (necessarily): intergroup relationships

Pisor & Ross, preprint

Who would help you 

find “a good job that 

pays well”?

50% of households are 

headed by a couple from two 

different ethnic groups

Among the Interculturales and Mosetén in Bolivia:



Long-distance relationships are conceptually distinct

Intergroup 
ties

Long-
distance 

ties

Long 
ties

Influential characterizations of 

human sociality focus on 

intergroup relations

…and long ties are a 

new focus in the 

social network 

literature

While an LDR can 

be a long tie 

and/or an 

intergroup tie, it 

need not be 

either



Why did long-distance relationships 

become integral to human sociality?



The human way of making a living involves lots of correlated 

risk

Shortfalls often compound in space or in time

Pisor & Surbeck 2019; Pisor & Jones 2021

“Small surprises are routine and big surprises are not so rare”
Richerson (2019)
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Savings DiversificationForce

Risk pooling Exchange

Food, money, favorsRaiding, warfare, theft in foraging, planting, 

purchasing, husbandry

Mobility A B

Short-term or long-term
Common stores, delayed 

reciprocity, demand sharing

Pisor & Jones 2021; in prep

How do people manage autocorrelated resource shortfalls?
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How do people manage autocorrelated resource shortfalls?

These are all cultural adaptations, subject to 

cultural evolution



Savings DiversificationForce

Risk pooling Exchange

Food, money, favorsRaiding, warfare, theft in foraging, planting, 

purchasing, husbandry

Mobility A B

Short-term or long-term
Common stores, delayed 

reciprocity, demand sharing

Pisor & Jones 2021; in prep

How do people manage autocorrelated resource shortfalls?

All three often involve partners who live at a distance: LDRs



How far away do partners need to be to have less correlated 

risk?

It depends on the ecology and the way 

people are making a living – for example, 

on the spatial autocorrelation between 

resources

We can establish the “characteristic scale 

of risk” individuals face
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The characteristic scale of risk can be quite large

Jaeggi et al 2016; Jones Ready & Pisor 2020; Wiessner 1982

Gardened foods: ~5 m away

Hunted foods: ~50 m away Water: ~30 km away

Salt: can be > 100 km away

If we focus on single resources for foragers and slash-and-burn farmers, a 

social partner with less correlated risk may be:



The relevant costs and benefits should affect which strategy 

individuals use

The costs of LDRs can include:

Opportunity cost of not investing in 

local relationships

Pisor & Jones 2021; in prep

Risks of visiting (e.g., inflicted by 

strangers)

Costs of gifts, time spent visiting

Difficulty monitoring partner means 

favors may not be reciprocated

Kris Smith



When might paying the costs of LDRs be worth it?

When returns are locally correlated and 

negatively skewed – with a fat tail

Resource availability
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Shortfalls have to happen often enough for LDRs 

to be maintained; if they aren’t, raiding or 

migration may be emergency responses

Pisor & Jones, in prep



Long-distance relationships have been 

central to human responses to climate 

variability and change

...and will continue to be in the context 

of contemporary climate change
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What is climate-change adaptation?



What is climate-change adaptation?

Change in response to or anticipation of climate 

change



When people talk about climate-change adaptation, they’re 

often talking about cultural adaptation

Savings DiversificationRisk pooling

Exchange MobilityForce

Development partners and governments promote some of the cultural adaptations 

we’ve seen before:

But communities often already have their own adaptations to climate variability and 

change, which can include any and all six:

Savings DiversificationRisk pooling

Thornton et al. 2019; Pisor & Jones 2021



Climate-change adaptations shape social networks

Local risk pooling can create interconnected clusters in 

networks

Jones Ready & Pisor 2021; Team 1, in prep

Adaptation involves innovation, filtering, and modification

LDRs between peripheral clusters (“horizontal ties”) permit 

selective adoption and modification

LDRs connect clusters to cores; innovations can emerge in 

peripheral clusters and spread to cores (Derex & Boyd 2016; Derex et al. 

2018; Centola 2019)



Team 2

How do LDRs alter social networks, with implications for 

information transmission in turn?



How do LDRs alter social networks, with implications for 

information transmission in turn?

What does cultural 

adaptation to 

climate change 

look like on the 

ground?
Can we scale up 

from local to 

regional patterns, 

and from present 

to past, using 

social network and 

climate models?

Team 2



Do long-distance relationships affect 

the successful management of large 

common-pool resources?



When common-pool resources are small 

enough, community-based management is 

often effective

A common-pool resource can be depleted, but 

it’s difficult to exclude people from using it

When a common-pool resource is large, 

however, collective action is harder to achieve

As common-pool resources get larger, collective action gets 

more difficult



If individuals are managing risk via LDRs, 

they have a vested interest in what 

happens to their long-distance connections

LDRs improve monitoring and reduce 

uncertainty about others’ behavior



If individuals are managing risk via LDRs, 

they have a vested interest in what 

happens to their long-distance connections

LDRs improve monitoring and reduce 

uncertainty about others’ behavior

Do LDRs make successful management of 

large common-pool resources more likely?



Collective action problems in coastal fisheries

Boundaries are porous and fished 

species have varying mobility

Monitoring large areas is expensive 

and time-consuming

An example of a Territorial Use Rights for Fishing 

management design

Imanda Pradana

Establish boundaries, who is and 

isn’t a user, and user rights

Clear roles with sufficient compensation 

for locally based monitors



Collective action problems in coastal fisheries

Boundaries are porous and fished 

species have varying mobility

Monitoring large areas is expensive 

and time-consuming

An example of a Territorial Use Rights for Fishing 

management design

Imanda Pradana

Establish boundaries, who is and 

isn’t a user, and user rights

Clear roles with sufficient compensation 

for locally based monitors

Effective institutions, motivated leaders, and 

minimal variation in net benefits promote 

effective management

But these things can be a tall order. Do 

existing social relationships promote effective 

management too?



A quasi-natural experiment on the Tanzanian coast

Beach Management Unit (BMU)

Landing site and associated fishery managed by one or 

more villages, governed by an executive committee of users

Monique 

Borgerhoff 

Mulder Kris Smith

Collaborative Fisheries Management Area (CFMA)

2-8 contiguous BMUs; has a coordinating committee that 

enacts management plans, which individual BMUs enforce

Some CFMAs created in 2000s – some continue today 

while others exist in name only or reorganized themselves

Other CFMAs just founded and finalizing management plans



A quasi-natural experiment on the Tanzanian coast

Do more and/or high-strength LDRs at baseline 

predict individual-level contributions to 

collective action 1 year later, above and beyond 

the effects of other candidate predictors?

For older CFMAs:

Why are these working well – or not? Are LDRs 

and other candidate predictors of successful 

collective action relevant?

For newer CFMAs:

Kris Smith



What are LDRs and when do we have them?

Humans have been doing long-distance 

relationships (involving risk pooling, 

exchange, and mobility) for a long time

…yet LDRs are often not distinguished from 

other ties in the literature on human sociality

LDRs should be a common cultural adaptation 

when risk is locally correlated, has a large 

characteristic scale, and is not so rare



LDRs are relevant to climate-change adaptation, and likely 

to resource management too

Cultural adaptations for managing climate risk often 

involve LDRs; these alter network structure and 

likely the subsequent transmission of adaptations

LDRs may promote collective action around large 

common-pool resources, like fisheries, above and 

beyond effects of other known predictors. Stay tuned.
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